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A few thoughts to start with

• the polar regions are hotspots of global change
• the interconnectedness of polar change (climate, ecosystems, societies)

requires interdisciplinary research
• the complexity of polar science and logistics requires transnational

research collaboration
• Switzerland brings in expertise in many fields of global change and polar 

research and is a sought-after partner in international projects
• Switzerland has no permanent polar infrastructure (stations, vessels, 

aircraft) but is renowned for (polar) technology and automation
• Switzerland, as a vertical polar nation, has a vested interest in all aspects 

of polar research
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Switzerland the vertical Arctic nation
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Fondation Swiss Polar

The Swiss polar science landscape
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Sion

Swiss polar research community 
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The nature of Swiss polar research

• High expertise in a very broad range of topics 
from cryosphere sciences, geology, biology/biodiversity, climate and 
atmospheric sciences, marine sciences, science history, policy…

• synergistic research and access through large scale international 
collaborations

• comparative science in high altitude regions – the Arctic at the doorstep
• Swiss research is often technology driven – high expertise in 

technological development, engineering, modeling and “remote sensing”

… a few examples (not exhaustive)
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1 – Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory 
for the Study of Arctic Climate
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2 - Antarctic Circumnavigation Expedition
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3 – EU Project: Drivers and Feedbacks of
Changes in Arctic Terrestrial Biodiversity

Interdisciplinary Arctic 
biodiversity study with 
partners from Finland, 
Norway, U.K., Austria, 
Iceland, Switzerland,  
Germany, Denmark, 
Sweden, China
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the past:
3 yr CSA

the present:
6+1 yr RIA

the future???

drilling phase
& first results

extended
science phase

search
phase

2016 2019 2026

4 - Beyond EPICA – Oldest Ice Core
Drilling a 1.5 Myr old ice core in Antarctica
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ca. 3000 mandays in the field
air cargo: 22 t
fuel: 100 m3

cargo traverse: 80 t
total budget: EU 11 M€ + SNF 3 M€ + in kind contributions ≈ 30 M€

Mario Zucchelli

Beyond EPICA – Logistics
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Beyond EPICA – Science

temperature & precipitation
greenhouse gases and their

sources
mean ocean temperature
sea ice coverage, desert
dust, marine productivity

continental weathering
solar activity and

geomagnetic anomalies
ice sheet altitude, …
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5 – High Altitude Research Station 
Jungfraujoch (3571 m) – a unique infrastructure
International Foundation members: Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Germany, 
the U.K., Finland & China 

Continuous analyses of the state of the 
atmosphere, the cryosphere 
combined with 
dedicated 
campaigns by 
international 
institutions

www.hfsjg.ch
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http://www.hfsjg.ch/
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https://apecsswitzerland.
wixsite.com/home

The Future – the Swiss national APECS 
committee
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A few thoughts to end with

• Switzerland has high expertise in 
climate science, glaciology and snow research, in ecology, biodiversity 
and biogeochemical research,  in atmospheric research, atmosphere and 
ocean modeling, in marine and terrestrial geology,  …

• Switzerland has no polar infrastructure (stations, vessels, aircraft) but can 
bring in new technologies, modeling and remote observation approaches

• Swiss polar research relies on fruitful synergistic collaborations with 
international partners

• The new SPI flagship initiatives provide opportunities for such 
international collaborative  bottom-up research at selected sites in 
polar or high-altitude regions (proposals pending…)
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https://apecsswitzerland/

